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"Just as Griffin suspected, there was a meeting in Levison's office without him." With this opening, we are
taken into the mind and life of Griffin Mill, senior vice president of production at a major Hollywood studio.
It is a mind full of paranoia, duplicity, and guile--and a life full of money, power, and fame. It is the movie
business.

Griffin Mill is ruthlessly ambitious, driven to control the levers of America's dream-making machinery.
Griffin listens to writers pitch him stories all day, sitting in judgment on their fantasies, their lives. But now
one writer to whose pitch he responded so glibly is sending him postcards: "You said you'd get back to me.
You didn't. And now in the name of all writers who get pushed around by studio executives I'm going to kill
you."

Squeezed between the threat to his life and the threat to his job, Griffin's deliberate and horrifying response
spins him into a nightmare. Then he meets the sad and beautiful June Mercator and his obsession for her
threatens to destroy them both.

With a compulsively readable narrative that offers a devastating portrait of contemporary Hollywood--the
studio execs, the deal-making, the politics, the pitches--The Player is the smartest book.
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From reader reviews:

Marina Rutt:

Do you one among people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold on
guys this particular aren't like that. This The Player book is readable through you who hate those straight
word style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving
possibly decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer regarding The Player content
conveys the idea easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
content material but it just different by means of it. So , do you nonetheless thinking The Player is not
loveable to be your top record reading book?

Charity Reulet:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this The Player reserve written by well-
known writer whose to say well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who have read the
book. Written within good manner for you, leaking every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your
personal hunger then you still skepticism The Player as good book but not only by the cover but also by the
content. This is one guide that can break don't ascertain book by its include, so do you still needing another
sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to an additional sixth sense.

Kevin Blais:

This The Player is great book for you because the content that is full of information for you who all always
deal with world and get to make decision every minute. That book reveal it details accurately using great
coordinate word or we can state no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the item hurriedly you
can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but tricky core
information with splendid delivering sentences. Having The Player in your hand like having the world in
your arm, information in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no book that offer you world inside ten
or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this is good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs.
occupied do you still doubt that?

Ann Goddard:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book was rare? Why so
many concern for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book and also novel and The Player as well as others sources were given
information for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel wish to read more and more. Science
reserve was created for teacher or perhaps students especially. Those ebooks are helping them to add their
knowledge. In different case, beside science book, any other book likes The Player to make your spare time
considerably more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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